Assembly Instructions:

Assembly Instructions:

Remove all contents from box. You should have the following components:
2
3” wide retaining sections (hold viewing sleeves)
1
Catalog rack base unit
24
Indexing tabs
24
Plastic viewing sleeves
1
Engaging rod for rack
Assemble the base unit. The bottom of the unit will be determined by the location of the rubber feet. The
two unconnected ends have a series of eyelets that line up with one another. Line up and insert rod to
hold unit together, unit should stand up like a teepee.
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Once standing, install one wing section into the end slot of each side of the rack. The middle tab on the
wing section goes all the way through. The upper and lower tabs rest against the face of the rack.
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Insert viewing faces into (2) sections and place tabs on back of the section into the grooves of the rack.
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Section Installation:

Section Installation:

Take two tongues on the backside of the section
and line them up with the corresponding top and
bottom grooves on the base or the rack. Slide
the tongues down into the grooves as far as they
will go to secure into position.
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Wing Installation:
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Wing Installation:

If sections are installed, remove two sections from each end of the catalog rack.
Hold the wing in your right hand with your hand
in the cutout area, center tab facing you and top
and bottom tab facing away from you.

Insert the center tab into the right most slot.

Fold wing to the right until two tabs on the back
make contact with the rack.

Reinstall the sections into the catalog rack.
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